RESEARCH CULTURE WORKSTREAMS DELIVER OUR COMMITMENT

1. Pathfinder: career destinations
   We support career awareness, agency and success through a framework of activities and initiatives.

2. Developing PIs
   Principal Investigators have a high degree of responsibility for building a positive, collegial and engaging research culture. We support their success.

3. Recognising Research Professional Staff
   We build connection, recognition, visibility and career development for research professionals.

4. Engaging with our Colleagues
   We create opportunities for consultation, agency, and feedback through enabling structures, communities and platforms.

5. Research Integrity
   We are committed to providing an environment that ensures our research is conducted to the highest quality standards.

6. Open Research
   We make it easy to share research early and widely throughout the different stages of the research process.

Find out more: www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/ris/researchculture/